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One key feature of our community that is unique is the
relationship between PCS and the Pinellas Education
Foundation, specifically the Career Education Board (CEB). The
CEB is comprised of community leaders, business owners and
educators in Pinellas County. The CEB sets goals and evaluates
the performance data of the academies. This group visits each
high school and designated middle schools in the fall and again
in the spring. Schools complete and rubric and outline where
they are in achieving the eleven components of the rubric
CAD
This session will cover the process of effectively forming an
advisory committee for your Career Academy. Tips for finding
the right people to serve on your advisory and retention of
members. Best practices will be discussed for activities and
events to help enhance your advisory and prepare students for
life after high school. Best practices for advisors to serve the
various roles needed for a successful Career Academy. Other CAD

Several Florida communities were designated as Ford NGL
communities in 2012 and are still thriving today. Hear from
experts on the best practices that have helped them sustain
the Career Academy model in their district. Learn about their
key structures and roles which supported transformation,
challenges and solutions through leadership changes, and role
of partners in their programs.
CAD
Do you want to increase business and community partnerships
and create sustainability? Strengthen your ask and your ability
to onboard partners to engage in meaningful activities! Learn
more about how to recruit and engage partners from lowintensity activities to high-intensity level project-based
CAD
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Richard 'Ted' Norman
Scott Weller, Kaitlin Plante
Steve Cercone; Bryan Kamm

Christopher Simmons

There are many myths and mis-conceptions surrounding
Registered Apprenticeship in Florida. This session will be
focused on explaining what Registered Apprenticeship is and
how it can be integrated as a viable education
and workforce solution in your district. We will discuss various
topics such as, but not limited to: US Department of
Labor information; recent Florida legislation; value of
registered apprenticeship for stakeholders; Pre-apprenticeship
(youth and adult); various funding models; apprenticeable
occupations; program delivery models; and the time-line
process. At the conclusion of the session, you will gain
knowledge and a better understanding of Registered
FAA

Registered
Apprenticeship 101
Secrets to success with
SolidWorks CAPE
Space Coast Consortium A Regional approach to implementing an advanced
Apprenticeship Program manufacturing
Ascend Academy has partnered up with Goodheart-Willcox to
offer students a buffet of choices in the CTE world. Offering
the students choice in courses as a hook to keep at risk
The Charter School CTE students from dropping out of high school. The selection of
Buffet
materials based on student interest through informal survey.

CIW Certifications and
ICT Essentials Updates

FACTE Gen
FACTE Gen

FACTE Gen

Come join the CIW Certification and ICT Essentials team in an
overview of our online resources and instructional tools. In
this presentation, we will go over some of the updates coming
this fall based on input and suggestions from our customer
base. We will also be introducing our new course. These
include our updated JavaScript Specialist 2.0, Social Media
Strategist, User Interface Designer, and Data Analyst, which
have all been released for industry use. Please come join us for
a look at the future of CIW and ICT!
FACTE Gen
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Bhumi Patel

Making teaching easier
with EVERFI

EVERFI provides educators with no-cost, web-based software in
topics including financial
literacy, digital citizenship, and career readiness. EVERFI and
Pinellas County Schools will be
jointly presenting to explain how these free resource support
various CTE programs including
IC3 Spark and Living on Line CAPE exams. Attendees will
receive login credentials, access to
EVERFI's courses, supplemental materials such as lesson plans
and standards alignments, best
practices, as well as on-going support from a dedicated
implementation team and engaged local
and statewide sponsorships.
FACTE Gen

Lauri Susi

Lesley Mace

Planning, preparing, and delivering effective instruction that
ensures for post-secondary student success is the
heart of the work of CTE educators. Planning has long been
identified by researchers as a critical component to
effective instruction, therefore we should provide teachers
with a support structure that encourages and
develops this work. Effective instruction requires more than a
platform for delivering e-content and providing
discussion boards. It requires built-in supports that guide
planning, elevate collaboration, maximize technology
and metrics to measure effectiveness.
In this session participants will learn how TeacherPlanBook
captures the power of technology to allow teachers
to easily create and share comprehensive plans that are
aligned to standards. Shared plans with business and
industry partners allows for ongoing professional learning
ensuring the most current industry demands are
covered in course content. Data available in the administrator
portal can inform areas of strength and next
steps for improving student outcomes at the district, school,
program or teacher level.
Participants will also learn how:
● administrators or program leaders can create customized
templates that can be managed and shared
The Big 3 of Effective
with teachers ensuring consistency while reinforcing best
Instruction: Cloud-based practice.
Planning, Collaboration, ● to create curriculum maps that are automatically aligned and
and Analytics
displayed in a teachers’ plan book.
FACTE Gen
Looking for an interactive way to introduce students to the
basics of banking,
budgeting, credit, saving and investing? Come join us for a
Personal Finance Basics: scavenger hunt with
Visualize it!
the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta's Personal Finance
FACTE Gen
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Come learn new and exciting ways to engage your students
through the use of technology in the classroom! This training
will focus on different free internet resources that the
Tackling Technology for everyday teacher can use to impact student engagement. We
Fallon Driver and Kathy Otte Today's Learner
will highlight resources ranging from Plickers to Quizzizz. In this
Which soft skills are highly prized in the workplace and can
help students plan their
careers? Get great ideas for making your students soft skills
Career Exploration and experts with hands-on
Soft Skills: Preparing
activites and interactive lessons. All participants will receive
Lesley Mace
Students for Success
free resources, including
The State of Florida currently ranks #2 for MSSC certification
credentials issued in the United States. This presentation will
focus on Florida’s push to close the workforce skills gap in two
high demand industries.
Neil Reddy, the Executive Director of MSSC, will discuss
Florida’s leadership role in implementing MSSC CPT
Neil Reddy-Executive
certification for Manufacturing as well as the CLA & CLT
Director, MSSC, Jason Everett- MSSC Certification for
certifications for Logistics & Supply Chain. We will also present
Regional Manager, Amatrol & Manufacturing &
the new CPT+ certification that utilizes the new Skill Boss from
Rod Jaeger-President, D. C.
Logistics including the
Amatrol. Schools and Colleges in Florida are seeking to increase
Jaeger Corporation
new Skill Boss
pass rates for CAPE industry certifications using a blended
The new AP Principles course is designed to introduce students
to fundamental concepts in computer science. The ETS course
Great Ideas in Computer description includes a list of these “big ideas”, BUT many of
Science: What the CS AP them, such as Creativity, Information, and Global Impact, are
Principles Course is All
too vague to provide helpful guidance for instructors. Attend
About
this session to learn about fundamental CS concepts in
Mike Schneider
Dr. Mark Crenshaw
Post

FACTE Gen
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Teachers building their communication skills to help their
students.
Teachers networking to promote their program. Speaking at
events to promote the school to help fund
special programs.
Toastmasters provides a supportive and positive learning
experience in which members are empowered
to develop communication and leadership skills, resulting in
greater self-confidence and personal

Danielly Orozco

Toastmasters: Softskills
and Presentations for
Teachers and Students
FAITE Membership
Business Advisory
Best Practices from
FLATE Award Winners

John Havlik

Participants of this hands-on session will learn, and understand,
how to effectively navigate the NCCER Testing and Registry
Systems. Attendees are encourage to bring internet enabled
laptops for a walk thru training that will reduce staff time to
NCCER Online Testing
schedule, proctor, and report NCCER module examinations for
and Digital Resources - A CAPE funded programs. A quesion and answer format will allow
Hands On Workshop
for direct interaction throughout this session.
FAITE 2

Kim Burt
Dale Toney
Dale Toney

Richard Bloedow

Debra Perdue

Michele Burke

FAITE
FAITE
FAITE
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Learn about different techniques to grow your school based
enterprise. Sublimination, t-shirt transfers, and vinyl cutting
equipment to enhance your school store or marketing class.
Learn how easy it is to use the different equipment along with
the tools you need. This will be a hands on class with the
School Based Enterprise attendees trying the process.
FAME
Collaboration tools, capture tools, organization tools and more.
We will share with each other the
Apps You Should Try
wonderful apps that we like and use everyday.
FBTEA
Computer Science; What Computers and technology are prevalent in every facet of our
It Is And Why Should I
soiety. Discover what Compute Science truly is and why it is an
Care?
important course of study for all career choices.
FBTEA

Michele Burke

Linda Robinson

Sonya Russell

Steven Plummer and Dee
Chastain

Google is so much more than a search engine. Join me in the
exploration of Google tools, such as Classroom, Drive, Docs,
Sheets, Forms, Earth, Arts & Culture and VR. Discover ways to
engage students in collaborative activities using Google Tools FBTEA
Gmetriz is not a teacher! Come see how you can infuse the use
Infusing G Metrix into
of the practice test software into you daily instructions. You
Classroom Instruction
will learn how to creat custom tests for Office 2016 and Adobe
for Industry Certification Products, run reports, find out students are cheating in Gmetrix FBTEA
FL Business Professionals of America, Inc. is the premier CTSO
(Career and Technical Student Organization)
for students pursuing careers in business management,
information technology, finance, office administration
and other related career fields. As a co-curricular activity,
Business Professionals of America has the ability
to enhance student participation in professional, civic, service
and social endeavors. Business Professionals
of America members participate in these activities to
accomplish its goals of self-improvement,
leadership development, professionalism, community service,
career development, public relations,
student cooperation and safety and health. Some of BPA's
other major programs include the National Leadership
Academy, Officer Elections and scholarships. The Torch Awards
Program and BPA Cares Program recognize
FL Business Professionals students and chapters, respectively, for their leadership and
of America, Inc.
service to their chapter and community.
FBTEA
Implement Successful
Middle School
Getting school leadership, students, and parents excited about
Certification Strategies certification AND discussion of best practices for
with IC3
implementatation and successful outcomes for all students
FBTEA
To Google Or Not to
Google, That Is The
Question

Dr. Nicholas Brown

Anne Nyman
Patrick Grady

Brevard Parlimentarians

Gus Griffith

Anne Nyman

Various

The Research Coast Career Pathways Consortium has
successfully implemented an auto-articulation system that
awards students' career pathways credit upon entering the
state college within their region. This presentation will
elaborate on and faciliatte atendees wit ha step by step guide
on how to duplicate/implement this initative.

Developing and
Sustaining Partnerships
FL DOE Update for
Education and Training; FLDOE State Supervisor Update for Education and Training;
Hospitality and Tourism; Hospitality and Tourism; and Human Services
FCCLA State and
Hear the lastest state and national updates and trends from
FEFACS Business/
Membership Lunch
Want to run a smooth business meeting? The Brevard
Parliamentary Procedure Parlimentarians will discuss the fundamental rules and
Culinary Arts
During this presentation, we will make Homemade Naan and
Demonstration by
Hummus (Leavened Flatbread with a Roasted Garlic Hummus
Johnson and Wales
and Cucumber Salad) Volunteers will help create and
University Chef Gus
shape/cook the naan as we discuss different spice blends and
T.E.A.C.H. has created a new scholarship model that supports
CAPE Academy programs preparing students for careers in
early care and education. Learn how T.E.A.C.H. provides
financial assistance to high school Career and Technical
T.E.A.C.H. Early
Education (CTE) programs AND to their students who are
Childhood® Scholarship working to earn a National Credential (CDA™) in addition to the
Program: Supporting a Florida Staff credential. This partnership lays the foundation for
professional pipeline
success and supports a career pathway for those entering the
from high school to the field and continuing professional development directly out of
early education
high school. Given the need for qualified, and highly trained
workforce
professionals entering early education, and the need to
Participants will share best practices in a roundtable setting in
the areas of Early Childhood, Culinary Arts, Hospitality and
Famly and Consumer
Tourism, Principles of Teaching, Interior Design, and Fashion
Sciences Roundtable
Technology and Design

FCPN
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Tiffany Cantrell
Jillian Berg

Kat Meyer

Tom Ott

In a classroom where students work hard to prepare to take
and pass their content area Industry
Certification tests, but they don’t all learn the same way or at
the same pace, teachers need proven success
strategies to guide students. Time is of the essence, as students
must also learn how to use the software
program, not just practice the trainings. Attendees in this
session will leave with a devised plan about how
to approach Industry Certification testing without becoming
overwhelmed in the process.
In this session attendees will learn:
How to manage time wisely when preparing students for
Industry Certifications
Proven Strategies for
How to track student data to determine when they are ready
Student Success on
to test
Industry Certification
How to remediate students that don’t pass the Industry
Tests
Certification tests, i.e. looking at data,
FLCTE 1
Choose Your Path…
Increasing Pathway Completion Through, innovative course
Launch Your Future
selection procedures, expanded School choice options through FLCTE 1
Miami-Dade, Executive Director, Dr. Lupe Diaz will present
Customize an Internship their district's internship course, how they created it and
Prep Course for your
details on how to begin your own internship program with local
District
businesses.
FLCTE 1

They Say it Can't Be
Done… Do it Anyway

This session will focus on overcoming the barriers that
Technical Colleges and Centers face in order to fill the skilled
labor gap. I will include real examples of how Osceola Technical
College has/is overcoming real and perceived obstacles to
achieve our goal of a career for every student.
FLCTE 2
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Kimberly Fahlgren

Kimberly Fahlgren

Denise Giarrusso

This short course is designed to assist college STEM faculty who
currently (or may in the future) work with students who are
deaf or hard of hearing (D/HH)
with implementation of a Writing in the Disciplines (WID)
approach to provide students
with frequent, sustained writing practice through a variety of
experiences that will not
Writing in the Disciplines only improve students' writing competence, but also enhance FLCTE 2
This workshop offers training on making educational materials
more accessible
and engaging for Deaf and hard of hearing students. UDL is an
educational framework
based on research in the learning sciences, including cognitive
neuroscience,
that guides the development of flexible learning environments
that can accommodate
individual learning differences. UDL provides the opportunity
for all students to access,
participate in, and progress by reducing barriers to instruction.
Learn more about how
UDL offers options for how information is presented, how
students respond or
demonstrate their knowledge and skills, and how students are
engaged in the learning
Project Access/ Universal process. Rather than providing accommodations for a specific
Design in Learning
student, UDL benefits all
FLCTE 2
This presentation will review the supports and services
developed to prepare students with intellectual
Promoting Inclusive
and/or developmental disabilities to be successful in inclusive
Postsecondary Career
postsecondary career and technical
and Technical Education education training programs. Access to postsecondary career
for Students with
and technical training leads to more
Intellectual Disability
meaningful employment which fosters higher wage.
FLCTE 2
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Dr. Lisa Martino

Paul Stonecipher

Tara Goodman and Kathryn
Frederick-Wheeler
Tara Goodman and Kathryn
Frederick-Wheeler

Tara Goodman

In 1990, there were 27 CTE teacher preparation programs that
offered a Bachelor's degree in Florida.
In 2017, four remained. What caused this decline? Who are
currently teaching new CTE teachers?
With the dramatic increase in student secondary and
postsecondary CTE course and program enrollments,
how to do we ensure our CTE teachers are receiving proper
pedagogical training? How do we encourage
and support the remaining CTE teacher preparation programs
in Florida? In this session, to answer these
questions and more, I will present the findings of my
Who's teaching the CTE dissertation study "The Sustainability of Career and
teacher?
Technical Education Teacher Preparation Programs in Florida" FLCTE 2
This presentation will begin with a brief review of student
success approaches which have value for CTE providers.
Participants will receive a brief introduction to the concepts of
CTE Data and
student success, how to apply local level data to examine
Accountability Overview student success within the local institution, and potential tools FLDOE 1
This session will provide a comprehensive overview of Florida’s
Career and Professional Education Act (aka CAPE Act), including
major program and funding components. The session will also
CAPE Part 1
include information on accurate data reporting, test
FLDOE 1
CAPE PART II – Special
Topics
FLDOE State Supervisor
Update – Law, Public

This session will provide an overview of a CAPE specific topic
and requirements and limitations.
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This session will provide information on funding sources and
policies for district workforce education program. Participants
will be provided with information on the important elements
the district workforce education workload funding model
FLDOE 1
School District Workforce of
Funding

5

Heather Conley & Nashla
Dawahre

Rise and Shine! Help
Students Succeed in
School and Beyond

Kathleen Taylor and Lisa
Williams

Postsecondary CTE
and Adult Education:
Partners in Integrated
Education and Training

Heather Conley, Maraci
Wallace, and Brian Voge
Heather Conley, Maraci
Wallace, and Brian Voge

Anne Nyman

Perkins Professional
Development Institute
(PDI)-What can it do for
Perkins Professional
Development Institute
(PDI)-What can it do for
FLDOE State Supervisor
Update – Arts, A/V
Technology and
FLDOE State Supervisor
Update for Education
and Training; Hospitality

Learn how FloridaShines and MyCareerShines can help
students succeed in school and life after graduation.
FloridaShines, Florida's Student Hub of Innovative Educational
Services, offers an array of free online tools including a
progress check towards high school graduation and Bright
Futures Scholarship eligibility. College students can register for
online courses and apply to take a course at another school.
MyCareerShines is Florida's comprehensive, online education
and career planning system powered by a suite of ageappropriate online planning tools. With the new tools, students
This session is geared towards college and school district CTE
and adult education administrators and faculty who are
interested in helping adult students accelerate their time to
career certificate and a high school diploma (equivalency)
simultaneously through an integrated approach. A panel of
school district and college guests will share their experiences
Learn about the Perkins Professional Development Institute
and how educators can get reimbursed for earning industry
certifications through self-study or with facilitated Pre-Exam
Learn about the Perkins Professional Development Institute
and how educators can get reimbursed for earning industry
certifications through self-study or with facilitated Pre-Exam
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Bruce Harrington, Cathy
Hammond, and Lee ChipsWalton
Jim WIOA

Perkins Programs of
Study: The Basics and
Best Practices
Farmworker Career
Development Program:

Ebe Randeree

Training Teacher Lesson Learned
Questions High School
Students Ask

Gustavo Junco

Drones in Agriculture
and in Aviation Careers

Ebe Randeree

This session will provide information on the Perkins grant
requirement for Programs of Study and answer why Programs
of Study matter. Attendees will have the opportunity to listen
to a panel of secondary and postsecondary local practitioners
explain how they work together to develop, implement, and
revise local Programs of Study. Best practices for building
successful partnerships focused on Programs of Study designed FLDOE 3
FLDOE 4
We have hosted multiple summer workshops for teachers
needing training. What did we teach, what do teachers need
help with; what can we do to train more teachers? Lessons
FTEA
What are they interested in? We visited over 50 high schools in
three years from Pensacola to Ft. Myers. The data collected is FTEA
A hands on view of Unmanned Aerial Systems and their uses in
different careers.
We will look at the career outlook, skill sets, and the
technology behind the drone
FTEA
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Diana Ross
Charles Rutledge
Charles Rutledge

5 Ways to Help Your
Generation Z Students
Develop Empathy
Towards the Elderly
Curriculum Review for
Criminal Justice
CTSO - Florida Public

Empathy and geriatric sensitivity are important skills for future
healthcare workers. However, helping today's technologically
savvy students develop them can be difficult. Participants will
learn how teaching strategies, discussion topics and hands-on
learning aids can help you show your students what it's like to
be an older adult, and in turn, develop empathy and sensitivity
toward the elderly.
Health, FACS, CTE
diane.ross@realityworks.com
Due to the rapidly increasing number of elderly people in the
United States, and around the world, numerous opportunities
are arising for professionals in geriatrics and gerontology.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of
elderly
people in the United States will be at its highest over the next
decade, and will continue to grow. This will ensure a sustained
growth in careers in geriatrics and gerontology, which are
expected to increase by 20% through 2020. Compassion and
understanding are key to providing care for geriatric patients HOEAF 2
Public Service
Public Service
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